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Distinguished Portuguese scholar Aires Augusto Nascimento has written another 
book about a saint in Portugal whose hagiography is likely scarcely unknown elsewhere 
or not at all. This is the second time I have been privileged to review one of his books on 
local history for this journal [Vida de São Teotonio. Lisboa: Edições Colibri, 2013. Lusitania 
Sacra 30 (2014) 195‑196]. I continue to maintain that studies on local saints are of immense 
importance to our understanding of culture, society, politics, and religion that aid us in gras‑
ping the wider context; in this case that of Portugal. Saint Iria as this study shows seems to 
have had a deep history in the early Christian, Visigothic, and Medieval periods that conti‑
nues today in Portugal. Her hagiography underwent a transformation, as the title indicates, 
from virgin to martyr, and eventually becoming the patroness of Santarém.
The study is organized in eleven chapters: 1. Santa Iria/ Irene, glória de Santarém is an 
interesting survey of the relationship between the personal name Iria/ Irene and the place 
name Santarém. It is a short survey that takes the reader through the Phoenician, Roman, 
Visigothic and Muslim periods to explain how the name Santarém evolved and came to 
be associated with Saint Iria 2. Iria/ Irene: virgem consagrada identifies who contributed to 
Saint Iria’s identity as a consecrated virgin and monuments that propagated that image. 3. 
Por entre legendas e versões populares cites evidence from the fifteenth and sixteenth century 
on the diffusion of her cult but mostly in the notes. This chapter should have been a few 
more pages long to flesh out its implications in the late Middle Ages. Our author might have 
been restricted on the length allowed for this study, however. 4. Narrativa breve e halo poético 
is only two pages long with little documentation, it would have been better to integrate it 
perhaps into the next chapter; as is, it is isolated and reads more like a personal reflection. 5. 
Culto assumido por entre lenda popular contains dense documentation in the footnotes where 
he cites among other sources the important Flos Sanctorum edited in 1513 and modern stu‑
dies. It is a chapter that could have formed one with chapter 3 on the topic of popular cul‑
ture and her cult. 6. Debates e deslizes introduces the reader to the historiography of modern 
scholars and their respective contributions on the topic, among them are Manuel C. Díaz y 
Díaz, Agustín Millares Carlo, Justo Pérez de Urbel and others. We also learn that the oldest 
testimony about Saint Iria is in the tenth century Antiphonary of León written in Visigothic 
script where she is listed in the 20 of October entry as Sancte erene uirginis in scallabi castro. 
The antiphonary recorded an earlier ancient testimony about her that is most difficult to 
identify. It was mainly though liturgical texts that her memory was preserved and perpe‑
tuated. The chapter has copious footnotes with information for those who want to delve 
deeper into the topic. 7. Testemunho antigo acreditador de culto is a brief consideration of the 
sources that introduces possible influences from Byzantium; the name Irene is of Greek 
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origin. The mere six pages have full footnotes; some of the explanations should have been 
in the text proper. The chapter raises many questions to ponder on the topic. 8. Iria/ Erene, 
virgem is a chapter that delves into the question as to when Saint Iria was transformed from 
being strictly a virtuous virgin to martyr. As in the previous section he considers additional 
sources from Byzantium to ascertain if her hagiography was influenced by Greek ones. This 
chapter could have been consolidated with chapter 2 for continuity. 9. Destaque da legenda 
escalabitana focuses on the linguistic development of the place name Santarém and how it 
and Saint Iria came to be associated with each other. It is a complicated topic for which 
there are no easy answers. 10. Divisar a legenda por entre os contrastes de luz e sombra: o título 
de mártir revisits the influence of additional legends and hagiographies on the late Saint Iria 
version. He sees a possibility in a text by Guido of Warwick dated to the fifteenth century. 
Another thirteenth century text the Breviary of Soeiro is believed by some scholars to con‑
tain the purest version that is closest to the original that we have no access to. These are all 
mere suggestions that require more work but no guarantee that we can ever find indisputa‑
ble answers. 11. Por entre locais associados is a recompilation of all that the author has talked 
about in the previous chapters with new sources introduced in the lengthy notes. He closed 
by saying that many things are hidden from our eyes. The Antiphonary of León is of great 
importance in promoting a link between Saint Iria and Santarém (Scallabi castro). The last 
section is an Apêndice of 12 documents from the ANTT archive of Archive Santa Cruz de 
Coimbra book 50 dating from the twelfth century in Latin with a Portuguese translation. 
In the notes there is reference to other relevant archives. The Santa Cruz collection that our 
author used is the most complete.
This pithy book contains all of the evidence that we possess about this saint and the 
spread of her cult across the centuries. It has high quality color photographs and a map. It 
has 85 footnotes that contain all of the works consulted thus making a bibliography unne‑
cessary. I hope that other scholars will join professor Nascimento in producing these highly 
valuable local histories of otherwise not well known saints. I congratulate my esteemed 
colleague for producing a fascinating volume where his skills in paleography, hagiography, 
philology, and history are in full bloom.
